
In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful

Malfuzat English/Urdu
COURSE OUTLINE

YEAR & SEMESTER COURSE CODE PREREQUISITE ELIGIBILITY

Offered Every Semester in English & Urdu SC-ML None 15+

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Holy Prophetsaw is reported to have said that the Promised Messiahas would distribute wealth in such
abundance that nobody would (be left to) accept it. (Sahih al-Bukhari, Kitab Ahadith al-Anbiya, Hadith
3448). This “wealth” is referred to the spiritual insights the Messiah would give to the world.

‘Malfuzat’ are written records of the public conversations of the Promised Messiahas in a
question-and-answer format and are the easiest way to understand his books. They refer to the holy and
insightful words which he expressed verbally from time to time in his pure and holy gatherings or before
congregations at the annual convention, for the purification of his followers and for their spiritual and
moral training, thus enabling them to forge a living relationship with God; to teach the knowledge and
wisdom of the Holy Qur’ān; to revive the religion of Islām and to establish the shariah of Muhammadsaw.
As far as the moral training and the reformation of one’s inner self is concerned, Malfuzat are the greatest
treasure. Moreover, these words of his Holiness, on whom be peace, were spoken by him mostly in such
settings when he had the education and training of the community in view. This course aims to unravel the
depth and significance of the Malfuzat, providing a profound understanding of the spiritual teachings and
insights imparted by the Promised Messiahas, fostering spiritual enlightenment and moral elevation among
its participants.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this course, students should be able to:
● attain spiritual & moral training, develop a living relationship with God, learn the knowledge and

wisdom of the Holy Qur’ān, and convey the true message of Islām.
● demonstrate a deep understanding of the teachings of the Promised Messiahas.
● embrace teachings for moral refinement & ethical development, enhancing one's inner self &

character.
● apply the teachings from the Malfuzat to practical life scenarios, aiming for personal growth, and

contributing positively to the community.

LEARNING DELIVERY FORMAT & REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

● Online Learning
● Laptop or desktop computer with functional microphone
● Urdu Course Malfuzat Volume I-Edition 2022
● English Course Malfuzat Volume I-Edition 2018


